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MY COST RUNNETH OVER: DATA MINING TO REDUCE CONSTRUCTION COST OVERRUNS

Dominic D. Ahiaga-Dagbui and Simon D. Smith

School of Engineering, University of Edinburgh, EH9 3JL, UK

Most construction projects overrun their budgets. Among the myriad of explanations giving for construction cost overruns is the lack of required information upon which to base accurate estimation. Much of the financial decisions made at the time of decision to build is thus made in an environment of uncertainty and oftentimes, guess work. In this paper, data mining is presented as a key business tool to transform existing data into key decision support systems to increase estimate reliability and accuracy within the construction industry. Using 1600 water infrastructure projects completed between 2004 and 2012 within the UK, cost predictive models were developed using a combination of data mining techniques such as factor analysis, optimal binning and scree tests. These were combined with the learning and generalising capabilities of artificial neural network to develop the final cost models. The best model achieved an average absolute percentage error of 3.67% with 87% of the validation predictions falling within an error range of ±5%. The models are now being deployed for use within the operations of the industry partner to provide real feedback for model improvement.
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INTRODUCTION

The business landscape is continually experiencing a growing recognition of information as a key competitive tool. Companies that are able to successfully collect, analyse and understand the information available to them are among the winners in this new information age (Huang et al. 2006). Available computing hardware and database technology allows for easy, efficient and reliable data storage and retrieval. Additionally, widespread use of networked computers and sophisticated database systems enables companies to pool their data together from across different geographical locations using data servers. However, the amount of data generated by these firms presents both a challenge and opportunity - a challenge to traditional methods of data analysis since the data are often complex, and of course, voluminous. On the other hand, construction firms stand a chance of gaining competitive edge and performance improvement in different areas if they are able to make their data work for them using data mining.

As pointed out by Fayyad et al. (1996a), the real value of storing data lies in the ability to exploit useful trends and patterns in the data to meet business, operational, or scientific goals as well as for decision support and policy making. Present advances in
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the fields of data warehousing, artificial intelligence, statistics, data visualisation techniques and machine learning now make it possible for data to be transformed into valuable asset by automating laborious but rewarding knowledge discovery in databases (Bose and Mahapatra 2001). Data mining, knowledge discovery in databases, has been extensively used in fields such as business (Apte et al. 2002), finance (Kovalerchuk and Vityaev 2000) and medicine (Koh and Tan 2011). However, informal discussions with a number of construction companies suggest that very few take advantage of their data, transforming it into cutting edge business decision support tools. Against this backdrop, the authors have provided an overview of the field of data mining with some specific applications in construction management. The data mining methodology is then applied to the problem of cost estimation in the construction industry using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Final cost prediction models were developed using the vast project database of a major water utility provider in the UK. The aim was to convert the experience and knowledge imbedded in past projects into intelligence and decision support systems that could potentially improve the accuracy of construction cost estimation, thereby reducing the problem of cost overruns.

DATA MINING

Data mining is an analytic process for exploring large amounts of data in search of consistent patterns, correlations and/or systematic relationships between variables, and to then validate the findings by applying the detected patterns to new subsets of data (StatSoft Inc 2008). Data mining attempts to scour databases to discover hidden patterns and relationships in order to find predictive information for business improvement. Data mining has been applied to detect money laundry and fraudulent transactions by Senator et al. (1995), investigate the effectiveness of sales campaigns by Ngai et al. (2009), intrusion detection in computer network administration by Julisch (2002) and for loan repayment assessment (see Lee et al. 2006).

Although it is yet to find extensive application in practice within the construction industry, construction management researchers have started investigating data mining’s applicability to different problems. It has been applied to improving construction knowledge management (Yu and Lin 2006), estimating the productivity of construction equipment (Yang et al. 2003), study of occupational injuries (Cheng, Leu, et al. 2012), alternative dispute resolution (Fan and Li in press) and prediction of the compressive strength high performance concrete (Cheng, Chou, et al. 2012).

Data Mining Process

Data mining normally follows a generic process illustrated in Figure 1. It starts with the selection of relevant data from a data warehouse that contains information on organisation and business transactions of the firm (Ngai et al. 2009). The selected data set is then pre-processed before actual data mining commences. The pre-processing stage ensures that the data are structured and presented to the model in the most suitable way as well as offer the modeller the chance to get to know the data thoroughly and avoid the curse of ‘garbage-in-garbage-out’. Pre-processing typically involves steps such as removing of duplicate entries, sub-sampling, clustering, transformation, de-noising, normalisation or feature extraction (StatSoft Inc. 2011b). The authors however note the issue of unavailable of relevant data as a potential barriers to effective data mining in the construction industry as most firms do not have a culture of storing detailed information about the projects they undertake.
The next stage involves the actual modelling, where one or a combination of data mining techniques is applied to scour down the dataset to extract useful knowledge. The type of modelling approach adopted would depend on the a number of factors, chief of which would normally be the type and quantity of data available, the aim of the modelling exercise and the predictive performance required (StatSoft Inc 2008). This is often an elaborate process, sometimes involving the use of competitive evaluation of different models and approaches and deciding on the best model by some sort of bagging system (voting or averaging) (StatSoft Inc. 2011a). Some of the available modelling techniques include case-based reasoning, principal component analysis, regression, decision trees, machine learning, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, as well as artificial neural networks, which has been used for the experimental part of this paper. The results from the data mining stage are then evaluated and presented into some meaningful form to aid business decision making. This step might involve graphical representation or visualisation of the model for easy communication. The knowledge generated is then validated by deploying the model in a real life situation to test the model’s efficacy (Koh and Tan 2011).

It is important to note however that data mining in itself does not guarantee success when the models are deployed. For instance, if one seeks long enough in any database, it is possible to find patterns and seeming interrelations between variables which are
actually not valid (Fayyad et al. 1996b), resulting in model failure when deployed in real life. Also, no amount of data will allow for accurate prediction based on attributes that do not capture the required information. Success from any data mining venture is predicated on the availability of quality and quantity of data (StatSoft Inc. 2011a). The data must essentially contain data attributes that are relevant to the problem under investigation.

**COST OVERRUNS**

Cost performance on a construction project remains one of the main measures of the success of a construction project (Atkinson 1999; Chan and Chan 2004). However, estimating the final cost of construction projects can be extremely difficult due to the complex web of cost influencing factors that need to be considered (Ahiaga-Dagbui and Smith 2012) - type of project, likely design and scope changes, ground conditions, duration, type of client, tendering method- the list is endless. Trying to work out the cost influence of most of these variables at the inception stage of a project where cost targets are normally set can an exhaustive task, if not at all futile. Ignoring most of them altogether creates a perfect recipe for future cost overruns. Also, a high level of uncertainty surrounds most of these factors at the initial stages of the project (Jennings 2012).

Flyvbjerg et al. (2004) report that 9 out 10 infrastructure projects overrun their budgets and that infrastructure project have an 86% likelihood of exceeding their budgets. The on-going Edinburgh Trams project has already far exceeded its initial budget leading to significant scope reduction to curtail the ever-growing cost (Miller 2011; Railnews 2012). The recent 2012 London Olympics bid was awarded at circa £2.4 billion in 2005. This was adjusted to about £9.3 billion in 2007 after significant scope changes. The project was completed at £8.9 billion in 2010 (Gidson 2012; NAO 2012). These statistics have often led to extensive claims, disputes and lawsuits in some cases within the industry (Love et al. 2010).

Causes of overruns have been attributed to several sources including improperly managed risk and uncertainty (Okmen and Öztas 2010), scope creep (Love et al. 2011), optimism bias (Jennings 2012) to suspicions of foul-play and corruption (Wachs 1990; Flyvbjerg 2009). Another potential root cause of overruns is the lack of adequate information on which to base realistic and accurate estimates. Nicholas (2004) points out that estimators thus have to rely largely on their own experience and historical cost information when preparing initial estimates. Typically, an estimate can only be as good as the information it is based on so that, *ceteris paribus*, the level of accuracy of the estimates produced also increases as more information becomes available. Data mining is thus deemed as a possible way of capturing valuable information within historical data to support the estimation process at the initial stages of project definition.

**DATA**

The data used for the models in this paper were supplied by an industry partner with its primary operation in the delivery of water infrastructure and utility in the UK. The authors were granted access to the vast database of almost 5000 projects completed between 2000 and 2012. The scope of these projects varied from construction of major water treatment plants to minor repairs and upgrade. Project values ranged from £1000 - £30 million and durations from a short 3 months to 5 years.
The initial analysis involved drilling down into the database to find what might be useful in modelling final cost. First, cluster analysis and purposive sampling was used to create groups of project cases that were similar, without significant missing data or extreme values and representative of the entire dataset. One of the clusters containing about 1600 projects completed between 2004 and 2012, with cost range of between £4000 -15 million, comprising newly built, upgrade, repair or refurbishment projects was used for the models reported in this paper. 15 project cases were selected using stratified random sampling to be used for independent testing of the final models. The remaining data was then split in an 80:20% ratio for training and testing of the models, respectively.

The next stage involved deciding which predictors to use in the modelling exercise. It was easy to remove predictors such as project manager, project ID or year of completion from the set of predictors on precursory examination as they were likely not to be good predictors when the model is used in practice. Redundant predictors, those that do not add new information to the model because they basically contain the same information at another level with other variables, were detected using spearman correlations, bi-variate histograms or cross-tabulation. Further variable screening using scree test, factor analysis and optimal binning in Statistica 10 software was used to reduce the initial set of predictors to six²

Cost values were normalised to a 2012 baseline with base year 2000 using the infrastructure resources cost indices by the Building Cost Information Services (BCIS 2012). Numerical predictors were further standardized to $z$Scores using

$$z_{Score} = \frac{x_i - \mu}{\sigma} \quad \text{Equation 1}$$

where: $z_{Score}$ is the standardized value of a numerical input, $x_i$
$\mu$ is the mean of the numerical predictor
$\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the numerical predictor

Since neural networks was to be used for the actual modelling exercise, standardizing either input or target variable into a smaller range of variability would potentially aid the effective learning of the neural net whiles improving the numerical condition of the optimization problem (StatSoft Inc 2008). If one input has a range of 0 to 1, while another has a range of 0 to 30 million, as was the case in the data that were used in this analysis, the net will expend most of its effort learning the second input to the possible exclusion of the first. All categorical variables were coded using a binary coding system.

**COST MODEL DEVELOPMENT**

Data visualisation using scatter and mean plots in the earlier stages of the modelling suggested non-linear relationships between most of the variables and final cost. Also, most of the predictors are categorical, rather than numerical in nature. It was thus decided to use Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for the actual modelling because of their ability to cope with non-linear relationships and categorical variables (Anderson 1995). ANN, an abstraction of the human brain with abilities to learn from experience and generalise based on acquired knowledge, is also able to cope with

² Initial list of predictors: 1. Delivery Partners - X, Y, Z 2. Purpose - wastewater, water, general
6. Operating region – North, South, East, West;
multicollinearity (Moselhi et al. 1991), a characteristic of construction data (Boussabaine and Elhag 1999). Neural networks has already been used to develop prototype models at an earlier stage of the this research (see Ahiaga-Dagbui and Smith 2012) and has also been applied to forecasting tender price (Emsley et al. 2002) and for identification and quantification of risk by McKim (1993). See Moselhi et al. (1991) for a review of neural network application in construction management research.

The final model was developed after an iterative process of fine-tuning the network parameters and/or inputs until acceptable error levels were achieved or when the model showed no further improvement. First, the automatic network search function of Statistica 10 software was used to optimise the search for the best network parameters, after which customized networks were developed using the optimal parameters identified. 5 activations functions were used at this stage in both hidden and output layers, training 2000 multi-layer perceptron networks and retaining the 5 best for further analysis. The overall network performance was measured using the correlation coefficient between predicted and output values as well as the Sum of Squares (SOS) of errors. SOS is defined here as:

\[ SOS = \sum (T_i - O_i)^2 \ldots \text{Equation 2} \]

Where

- \(O_i\) is the predicted final cost of the \(i\)th data case (Output)
- \(T_i\) is the actual final cost of the \(i\)th data case (Target).

The higher the SOS value, the poorer the network at generalisation, whereas the higher the correlation coefficient, the better the network. The \(p\)-values of the correlation coefficients were also computed to measure their statistical significance. The higher the \(p\)-value, the less reliable the observed correlations.

The retained networks are then validated using the 15 separate projects that were selected using stratified sampling at the beginning of the modelling exercise. See Figure 2 for the overall performance of 7 of the retained networks. This plot allowed for a quick comparison of the average error achieved by the selected models. A sensitivity analysis was performed on each retained network to assess predictor’s contribution to network performance. To do this, the model’s predictive performance is measured while deleting one input factor at a time, starting from the least important, until the model showed no further improvement or begun to decay.

Table 1 shows the predictions and absolute percentage errors (APE) achieved by model 33, which as the best overall model. The average APE achieved by model 33 was 3.67% across the 15 validation cases. Its APEs ranged between 0.04% and 15.85%. It was observed that the worst performances of the model were achieved on projects with the smallest values in the validation set (cases 13 & 15). This might potentially be because a majority of the projects used for the model training had values in excess of £5 million. However, the real monetary errors on these predictions were deemed satisfactory as they were relatively small (about £3500 & £2500 for models 13 & 15 respectively). 87% of the validation predictions of the best model were within ±5% of the actual cost of the project.

\[3\text{ identity, logistic, tanh, exponential and sine activation functions} \]
CONCLUSION

The authors make a case for using data mining in modern construction management as a key business tool to improve construction performance. This could essentially help construction firms to transform their data into cutting edge decision support systems for business improvement and gain competitive advantage. An overview of data mining and its methodology, as well as applications have been detailed in the paper. The method was then applied to the problem of final cost estimation of construction project using artificial neural networks. Cost estimation was chosen for this study as one of the main reasons cited for cost overruns is the lack of information at the initial stages of the project for accurate estimation. Data mining thus attempts to exploit...
already existing information, in combination with what is known about the new project to make its forecasts of final cost. The best model in this paper achieved an average absolute percentage error of 3.67% with 87% of the validation predictions falling within an error range of ±5%. The authors are now exploring avenues of transforming the models into standalone desktop applications for deployment within the operations of the industry partner that collaborated in this research.

The authors however identify a poor culture of data warehousing in the construction industry as one of the major challenges to effective data mining. For most construction companies, relevant data for modelling construction processes is sparse or even unavailable. Data mining depends heavily on the availability of business, operational and project data, stored in a meaningful and retrieval manner. Also, it is important to point out that the potential benefits of data mining are not overstated or lauded by researchers or practitioners as panaceas in themselves. Its limitations and potential pitfalls must always be clearly communicated to the end user.
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